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Abstract Change detection in dynamic networks is an important problem in
many areas, such as fraud detection, cyber intrusion detection and health care
monitoring. It is a challenging problem because it involves a time sequence
of graphs, each of which is usually very large and sparse with heterogeneous
vertex degrees, resulting in a complex, high dimensional mathematical object.
Spectral embedding methods provide an effective way to transform a graph
to a lower dimensional latent Euclidean space that preserves the underlying
structure of the network. Although change detection methods that use spectral
embedding are available, they do not address sparsity and degree heterogeneity
that usually occur in noisy real-world graphs and a majority of these methods
focus on changes in the behaviour of the overall network.
In this paper, we adapt previously developed techniques in spectral graph
theory and propose a novel concept of applying Procrustes techniques to em-
bedded points for vertices in a graph to detect changes in entity behaviour.
Our spectral embedding approach not only addresses sparsity and degree het-
erogeneity issues, but also obtains an estimate of the appropriate embedding
dimension. We call this method CDP (change detection using Procrustes anal-
ysis). We demonstrate the performance of CDP through extensive simula-
tion experiments and a real-world application. CDP successfully detects vari-
ous types of vertex-based changes including (i) changes in vertex degree, (ii)
changes in community membership of vertices, and (iii) unusual increase or
decrease in edge weight between vertices. The change detection performance
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of CDP is compared with two other baseline methods that employ alternative
spectral embedding approaches. In both cases, CDP generally shows superior
performance.
Keywords Change Detection · Dynamic Networks · Sparse Networks ·
Degree Heterogeneity · Spectral Embedding · Dimensionality Reduction ·
Procrustes Analysis
1 Introduction
A network is a collection of entities, that have inherent relationships. Some ex-
amples include a social network of friendships among people, a communication
network of company employees connected by phone calls, emails or text mes-
sages, and a biological network of neurons connected by their synapses. A net-
work can be mathematically conceptualized as a graph by associating entities
with vertices, and relationships with edges connecting vertices in the graph.
For example, in the graph representation of a social network like Facebook,
vertices may represent friends and edges represent friendship connections.
Most real-world networks evolve as time progresses. That is, the entities
and their relationships keep evolving with time. This type of relational data
can be represented as a dynamic network. For example, a communication net-
work of a company is a dynamic network because new employees (entities) join
the network and communication patterns (relationships) are modified contin-
uously. Although both the entities and the relationships in a network can vary
over time, in this paper, we assume that a dynamic network consists of a
fixed set of entities with time varying relationships between them. A dynamic
network can be represented as a time sequence of graphs, each representing
the entities (as vertices) and their relationships (as edges) at a given time in-
stant. Change detection is the process of continuously monitoring a dynamic
network for deviations in entities and their relationship structure. A clear il-
lustration of the change detection process based on a toy example is given in
[2]. Given a dynamic network conceptualized as a time sequence of undirected,
weighted graphs, we address the problem of detecting vertex-based changes at
each time instant. Detecting vertex-based changes is important in areas such
as fraud detection, cyber intrusion detection and spam detection. For example,
consider the time varying email communications between a set of employees
in an organisation. A sudden collaboration between a set of employees who
rarely communicated during the recent past, may indicate some unusual moti-
vation or a major event involving the organisation [3]. Such changes in entity
behaviour can be detected by monitoring the behaviour of vertices in the cor-
responding sequence of graphs.
Monitoring the behaviour of every vertex in the graph is a challenging
problem because each graph in the time sequence contains a large number of
vertices resulting in a high-dimensional mathematical object. Spectral embed-
ding methods provide an effective solution to the high dimensionality problem.
These methods can be used to obtain a low dimensional representation of the
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(a) Original graph.
(b) Two-dimensional embedding.
Fig. 1: Illustration of an embedding of a network using a toy exam-
ple. The two-dimensional embedding preserves the edge-based closeness in the
original graph.
graph that excludes noise and redundant information and retain important
structural information [4]. Our goal for spectral embedding is to obtain a low
dimensional representation of vertices which maintains their edge-based close-
ness in the graph. In Figure 1, we give an illustration of an embedding of a
small graph. The left figure (a) shows a graph where the length of each edge is
drawn proportionally to the closeness between the corresponding pair of ver-
tices. We can observe three clusters of vertices in this graph. The right figure
(b) gives the two-dimensional embedding, where each vertex is represented as
a point in a two dimensional Euclidean space. We can see how the edge-based
closeness of vertices in the graph in (a) is maintained by the embedded points
in (b). This characteristic emphasizes the clustering property of the embedded
points [5].
In literature, we can find numerous approaches that detect vertex-based
changes in a time series of graphs [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. However, only a few
utilize spectral methods. For example, [12, 13, 14] apply matrix-based spec-
tral embedding while [15, 16] use a tensor-based spectral embedding method.
The majority of the real-world graphs are sparse and contain vertices with
heterogeneous degrees [17]. Currently available spectral-based change detec-
tion methods do not simultaneously address sparsity and degree heterogeneity
issues prior to obtaining an embedding from the graph. Consequently, changes
involving only a few vertices, or changes involving low degree vertices, tend to
be missed by these methods.
In this paper, we propose a novel method called CDP (change detection us-
ing Procrustes analysis) to detect changes in vertex behaviour. In our method,
we first obtain a low dimensional embedding from the weighted adjacency
matrix representing the graph at each time instant. Each embedded point
characterizes the behaviour of a vertex in the graph at a given time instant.
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We use statistical Procrustes analysis techniques [18] to compare embeddings
across time instants and calculate change scores for vertices. We evaluate the
performance of CDP using extensive simulation experiments and the dynamic
network for the Enron email dataset [19]. By carefully structuring the simula-
tion experiments, we fully evaluate the performance of the method in detecting
various types of changes that occur in real world networks. In all our experi-
ments, we formally compare CDP to two other methods. Based on the results,
we conclude that CDP efficiently and effectively identifies various vertex-based
changes that are considered in our experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first provide a brief
overview of our overall change detection method in Section 2. In Section 3, we
provide a detailed description of our change detection framework. In Section
3.6, we summarize our change detection procedure and present the CDP al-
gorithm. We evaluate the performance of CDP using simulation experiments
(Section 4) and a real-world application (Section 5). In each experiment, the
performance of CDP is compared with two other change detection approaches
which are discussed in Section 4.5. Finally, we conclude by summarizing our
findings in Section 6.
2 Brief Overview
Our proposed method, CDP (change detection using Procrustes analysis), aims
to detect vertex-based changes in a dynamic network. A dynamic network is
represented as a time sequence of undirected graphs, where each graph is
then represented as a symmetric, weighted adjacency matrix. We apply spec-
tral methods to the weighted adjacency matrix and embed the vertices into
a d-dimensional Euclidean space that preserves the closeness between vertices
in the original graph representation. The embedded points also highlight im-
portant vertex properties such as transitivity, homophily by attributes, and
clustering, that are present in most real-world graphs [20, 21]. In this paper,
we define these embedded points as features for vertices characterizing vertex
behaviour at each time instant. Vertices in sparse and heterogeneous graphs
depict entities with different abilities to establish connections. It is difficult to
achieve a good representation if we ignore sparseness and degree heterogeneity
when obtaining a low dimensional embedding [22]. By employing ideas from
spectral graph theory [23], combined with the graph regularization technique
introduced in [24], we formulate a strategy to effectively embed sparse and
heterogeneous graphs into low dimensional Euclidean spaces. It is important
to identify an optimum value for the low dimension d in order to obtain a
highly accurate representation of the inherent clusters of the data using the
embedded space [25]. CDP adapt the low-rank matrix approximation method
in [26] to automatically estimate the proper embedding dimension.
Generalized orthogonal Procrustes analysis (GPA) methods can be used
to calculate an average from a set of matrices after removing Euclidean sim-
ilarity transformations [18, 27]. We adjust the standard GPA technique to
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extract profile features during the recent past time instants, and calculate
change scores for vertices at each time instant. A profile feature, which is also
a vector, represents the average behaviour of the vertex in the recent past time
instants (previous w time instants). Our idea of applying Procrustes analysis
techniques to compare embeddings for the purpose of change detection in
dynamic networks is new and is inspired by [28]. Using a moving window ap-
proach, the change score calculation procedure is repeated over time to detect
changes for all time instants.
Figure 2 provides an illustration of the overall CDP framework. In order to
evaluate the performance of CDP, we apply it to both synthetic and real-world
datasets. We compare our method with two baseline change detection methods
that are also based on different spectral embedding procedures. The results
show that CDP performs better than the others in various change scenarios
considered.
Fig. 2: Illustration of the overall CDP framework. The time sequence of
graphs is first represented as a time sequence of weighted adjacency matrices.
At each time instant, we perform spectral embedding on the matrix and obtain
an embedding where each row corresponds to a feature representing a vertex’s
behaviour. Next, we define a window of length, w ∈ Z+, over the previous w
embeddings, and use GPA to obtain the profile embedding, where each row
corresponds to a vertex’s profile feature. The dissimilarity between the current
embedding and the profile embedding is then obtained to compute the change
scores of the vertices at the current time instant. The window is moved along
all preceding time instants to calculate vertex change scores for the whole time
period.
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3 Problem Framework
3.1 Notation and Terminology
Let G1, G2, . . . , GT be a sequence of graphs defined over time instants, t =
1, 2, . . . , T . Each Gt is a weighted and undirected graph with a fixed set of
vertices, V = {v1, . . . vn}. In our discussions, we also refer to vi as vertex i.
Define the edge set of graph, Gt, as Et, where |Et| ≤ n2, and Et contains
edge, ei,j , if there is an edge between vertex i and vertex j. Each graph is
represented by a symmetric weighted adjacency matrix, W t, of dimension
n× n, where each element, W ti,j ≥ 0. If W ti,j = 0, then the vertices i and
j are not connected in Gt. The degree of each vertex i at time instant t is
defined as
dti =
n∑
j=1
W ti,j .
The degree matrix, Dt, is the diagonal matrix containing the vertex degrees,
dt1, . . . , d
t
n, on the diagonal. Let λˆ
t be the average vertex degree of graph, Gt,
where λˆt = 1n
∑
i d
t
i. From [24], we define a network as sparse when λˆ
t < 5.
3.2 Problem Statement
At each time instant t, our goal is to calculate a change score for each vi in
Gt, relative to the recent past behaviour. Our definition of the change score
for vi at time instant t is defined as follows.
Definition 1 The change score, zti , for vi at time instant t is
zti = f(x¯
t−1
i ,x
t
i), (1)
where xti is the feature vector representing the behaviour of vi at time instant
t, x¯t−1i is the profile feature vector representing the behaviour of vi in the
recent past time instants, and f is a dissimilarity function.
According to this definition, our overall change detection procedure can be
summarized as follows.
1. Obtain a feature, xti, for vi from each G
t, where xti ∈ Rd
t
and dt ∈ Z+.
2. Obtain a profile feature, x¯t−1i , for vi from recent w past time instants,
Gt−w, . . . , Gt−1, where x¯t−1i ∈ Rd¯
t−1
and d¯t−1 ∈ Z+.
3. Calculate the dissimilarity between xti and x¯
t−1
i , and obtain the change
scores, zti , for vi ∈ V by using a suitable dissimilarity function f .
In Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, we discuss how these steps are implemented
respectively.
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3.3 Feature Extraction at Each Time Instant
In this section, we formulate our spectral embedding strategy for each Gt
(Note that in this paper, for discussions focused on one time instant, we drop
the superscript t to simplify notation. For example, we use W instead of W t
to denote the matrix of Gt). The embedding of a graph is an n × d matrix,
where rows correspond to the d−dimensional embedded points for vertices.
Our spectral embedding procedure consists of three main steps.
1. Pre-processing the weighted adjacency matrix, W , of G.
As we consider weighted, heterogeneous graphs, some edges possess con-
siderably higher weights than the other edges and can turn out to be very
influential during the embedding process. These edges are called dominant
edges. The elements of the corresponding weighted adjacency matrix, W ,
also show high variability. The presence of dominant edges may also hin-
der the detection of unusual edges that have lower weights, preventing the
change from being detected. Applying a transformation on W , such as the
logarithm, helps to mitigate this problem. After the log transformation, we
scale each element, so that all elements in the resulting matrix are between
zero and one. Below we state our two preprocessing steps in more detail.
(a) Apply a log transformation to each element in W , and obtain W¨ , where
W¨i,j = log10(Wi,j + 1) ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (2)
(b) Scale the elements of W¨ by its maximum element, and obtain W` , where
W`i,j =
W¨i,j
maxi,j{W¨i,j}
. (3)
Note that the methodology discussed in this paper is also applicable to
an unweighted graph, where the representation matrix is the binary ad-
jacency matrix, A, with elements that are 0’s or 1’s. However, perform-
ing log transformation followed by scaling would make no difference,
hence can be omitted in this case.
2. Obtaining a suitable representation matrix.
The mapping of edge weights into a suitable representation matrix is an
essential task when using the embedded points to study the structure of
the underlying graph [4]. In sparse and heterogeneous graphs possessing
power law degree distributions, the embeddings from the weighted adja-
cency matrix will only focus on vertices with the highest degrees, resulting
in an inaccurate representation of the underlying connectivity structure
[29]. To account for sparsity and degree heterogeneity, we construct the
regularized degree normalized weighted adjacency matrix, M , as the repre-
sentation matrix. Let the regularizer, τ , be
τ =
1
4n2
∑
i,j
W`i,j . (4)
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Then M is given by
M = D−1/2τ WτD
−1/2
τ , (5)
where
Wτ = W` + τ11
T , (6)
where 1 is an n-dimensional column vector containing all ones, and Dτ is
the degree matrix for Wτ . The regularization step (Equation 6) addresses
sparseness by adding τ to each element in W` , while the degree normal-
ization step (Equation 5) further adjusts for the irregularity in the degree
distribution by dividing each element, [Wτ ]i,j , by
√
[dτ ]i[dτ ]j . For a de-
tailed theoretical justification on using M as the representation matrix to
obtain an embedding, we refer the reader to [30].
3. Obtaining a low dimensional embedding from the representation matrix,
M , using spectral decomposition.
A low dimensional embedding, X, from the representation matrix, M can
be seen as a solution to the optimization function,
max
X
‖ XTMX ‖2F , (7)
subject to XTX = I, where X ∈ Rn×d for d n [31]. The embedding, X,
can be estimated by performing the singular value decomposition (SVD),
M = UΣV T , and extracting d principal singular vectors. In order to de-
termine d we employ the low-rank matrix approximation procedure in [26],
which proposes to retain those singular vectors capturing the strongest
structure in M based on the L2 norm. The L2 norm of matrix M is de-
fined as,
‖M ‖2= max‖v‖F=1 ‖Mv ‖F , (8)
where ‖ ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm.
We refer the intersted reader to [26] for a detailed and theoretical descrip-
tion of the method. In this section, we summarize our implementation of
their method in Algorithm 1.
It is important to note that the regularization step (Equation 6) inserts
edges between all disconnected components and creates a connected graph.
For such a graph, the first principle singular vector, u1 (with corresponding
singular value σ1), ofM , is a constant vector and therefore not useful for the
embedding [32]. Thus, to obtain the embedding dimension, d, we initially
remove the first reconstruction in step 2 of Algorithm 1. Hence, the output
d returned by the algorithm is the number of principal singular vectors that
should be kept starting from the second principal singular vector onwards1.
1 The Frobenius norm of a matrix measures its average linear trend [26]. Hence, the
division by the Frobenius norm of Rk in step 9 of the algorithm provides a standardization
to each ρk [4].
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Algorithm 1 Optimal Low-Rank d Approximation
Input: (i) Symmetric matrix, M , with dimensions n× n, where rank(M) = r, (ii) threshold,

Output: d
1: Compute SVD, M = UΣUT
2: Update M = M − σ1u1uT1
3: Compute SVD, M = UΣUT
4: Initialize k=1, ρ = inf
5: while ρ >  and k ≤ r do
6: Mˆk =
∑k
j=1 σjuju
T
j
7: Rk = M − Mˆk
8: Calculate R˜k by randomly flipping the signs of elements in Rk such that,
P
[
[R˜k]i,j = [Rk]i,j
]
= 1
2
and P
[
[R˜k]i,j = −[Rk]i,j
]
= 1
2
9: Update ρ =
|‖Rk‖2−‖R˜k‖2|
‖Rk‖F
10: Set k = k + 1
11: end while
12: if k = r then
13: Set the converged value d = r
14: else
15: Set the converged value d = k − 1
16: end if
Once d is obtained, the low dimensional embedding, X ∈ Rn×d, is given
by
X = [u2, . . .ud+1].
Each row vector, xi ∈ Rd, is the feature for vi at a given time instant.
Furthermore, an important input parameter for Algorithm 1 is the con-
vergence threshold, . Since there is no definitive method for choosing 
discussed in [26], we conduct extensive experiments and decide  = 0.005
(See Appendix).
By following steps 1, 2, and 3 in Section 3.3, each graph, Gt, in the time
sequence is represented as a low dimensional embedding, Xt ∈ Rn×dt , where
dt is the embedding dimension returned by Algorithm 1. After following the
three steps discussed in this section, the sequence of graphs, G1, . . . , GT , is
reduced to a sequence of low dimensional embeddings, X1, . . . , XT .
3.4 Obtaining the Profile Features at Each Time Instant
After performing the steps stated in Section 3.3, we have a set of w embed-
dings from the w recent past time instants. From the uniqueness property of
SVD [4], the embedding obtained at each time instant is unique up to Eu-
clidean similarity transformations such as scale, rotation and reflection. Thus,
we cannot directly average the embeddings from the recent past time instants
to obtain profile features. Generalized orthogonal Procrustes analysis (GPA)
can be used to obtain an average from a set of matrices after adjusting for
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Euclidean similarity transformations. In this section, we show how we em-
ploy GPA to obtain an average embedding,X
t−1
, from the set of embeddings,
Xt−w, . . . , Xt−1. We callX
t−1
, the profile embedding for time instant t. Let us
first state the GPA procedure.
The pre-shape, X˜, of a matrix, X ∈ Rn×d, is defined as
X˜ =
Xc
‖ Xc ‖F , (9)
where
Xc = CX, (10)
and the centering matrix, C = I− 1n jjT . Here, I is an n×n identity matrix, and
j is an n−dimensional vector of ones. Let X1, . . . , Xw be w matrices, each of
dimension n× d. GPA involves the optimization of the least squares objective
function
min
Γ,µ
w∑
i=1
‖ X˜iΓi − µ ‖2F , (11)
where Γi ∈ Rd×d is the orthogonal rotation/reflection matrix corresponding
to Xi, and X˜i is the preshape corresponding to Xi as given in Equation 9. In
Algorithm 2 we summarize our implementation of the iterative algorithm that
solves the GPA objective function.
Algorithm 2 Generalized Procrustes Distance Calculation
Input: X1, . . . , Xw ∈ Rn×d, threshold 
Output: µˆ, X̂i for i = 1, . . . , w
1: Initialize µ0 = X1, D = inf
2: while D >  do
3: for i ∈ {1, . . . , w} do
4: Calculate X˜i =
CXi
‖CXi‖F , where C = I −
1
n
jjT
5: Calculate SVD, µT0 X˜i = UΣV
T
6: Calculate Γˆi = V U
T
7: Obtain Xˆi = X˜iΓˆi
8: end for
9: Calculate mean embedding, µˆ = 1
w
∑w
i=1 X̂i, using the aligned embeddings
10: Update D =‖ µ0 − µˆ ‖2F
11: Update: µ0 = µˆ
12: end while
There is one limitation in applying GPA to the embeddings obtained at
different time instants. GPA assumes that all matrices, Xt−w, . . . , Xt−1, are of
the same dimension, but the embeddings resulting from our methods discussed
in Section 3.3, can be of different dimensions. We find two possible solutions
to address this problem. Let dmax = max{dt−w, . . . , dt−1}.
1. For any Xt with dt < dmax, append columns of zeros to X
t to make it of
size n× dmax.
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2. For any Xt with dt > dmax, truncate the additional columns of X
t to make
it of size n× dmax.
Truncating extra dimensions causes us to drop singular vectors that may de-
scribe important structure of the graph. Appending columns of zeros does
not cause loss of information, and is thus preferred. Thus, whenever the di-
mensions of the embeddings to be compared are different from each other, we
append the low dimensional embedding with columns of zeros before fitting
the generalized Procrustes model.
Therefore, the profile embedding,X
t−1
, is calculated as follows:
1. Let dmax = max{dt−w . . . , dt−1}. Append dmax − dt columns of zeros to
each Xt and obtain Xtpadded.
2. Perform the generalized Procrustes analysis procedure and estimate the
mean embedding,X
t−1
= µˆ. To do this, we input Xt−wpadded, . . . , X
t−1
padded into
Algorithm 2, and estimate the mean embedding, µˆ.
At each time instant t, the n rows ofX
t−1
give the profile features for the n
vertices in the graph.
3.5 Change Score Calculation
After applying the methods discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, at each time
instant t, we end up with the profile embedding,X
t−1 ∈ Rn×d¯t−1 , and current
embedding, Xt ∈ Rn×dt . Vertex change scores are calculated by computing
the dissimilarity between Xt and X
t−1
. Procrustes analysis can be used to
compare two matrices after adjusting for Euclidean similarity transformations.
From Section 3.4, when d¯t−1 6= dt, we append columns of zeros to the lower
dimensional embedding. Thus, the change score, zti , for vertex i at time instant
t is calculated as follows:
1. Let dmax = max{dt, d¯t−1}. Append dmax − dt and dmax − d¯t−1 columns
of zeros to Xt andX
t−1
, respectively and obtain Xtpadded ∈ Rn×dmax and
X
t−1
padded ∈ Rn×dmax .
2. Perform GPA using Algorithm 2 and obtain the transformed embeddings,
X̂t and X̂
t−1
, and the average of the transformed embeddings, µˆt.
3. For each vertex i, calculate the change score
zti =
‖ X̂ti,. −X̂
t−1
i,. ‖2F
‖ µˆt ‖F . (12)
3.6 Proposed Algorithm - CDP (Change Detection using Procrustes Method)
We have now constructed the three main steps of our change detection pro-
cedure. These include, at each time instant, extracting features for vertices
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through graph embedding (Section 3.3), calculating profile features for ver-
tices by applying GPA on the recent past embeddings (Section 3.4), and finally
calculating change scores for vertices through generalized Procrustes distance
calculation between current and profile embeddings (Section 3.5). The steps
are listed in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Change Detection using Procrustes Analysis - CDP
Input: (i) Time sequence of symmetric, weighted adjacency matrices, W 1,W 2, . . .WT ,
where each W t has dimension n× n (ii) window size, w
Output: Time sequence of vertex change scores, z1, z2, . . . zT . Each zt is a vector of di-
mension n
1: for t = 1 to T do
2: Update: W t = log10(W
t + 1n×11Tn×1)
3: Update: W t = W
t
maxi,j{W ti,j}
4: Calculate τ t = 1
4n2
∑
i,jW
t
i,j
Update: W tτ = W
t + τ t1n×11Tn×1,
Calculate Dtτ ∈ Rn×n, where [Dtτ ]i,i =
∑n
j=1[W
t
τ ]i,j
Calculate Mt = (Dtτ )
−1/2W tτ (Dtτ )−1/2
5: Input Mt to Algorithm 1 and estimate dt
6: Perform SVD: Mt = UΣUT
7: Obtain the low dimensional embedding Xt ∈ Rn×dt , where
Xt = [u2, . . .udt+1]
8: end for
9: for t = w + 1 to T do
10: Let dmax1 = max{dt−w, . . . , dt−1}
11: for t′ ∈ {t− w, . . . , t− 1} do
12: if dt
′
< dmax1 then
13: append dmax1 − dt
′
columns of zeros to Xt
′
14: end if
15: end for
16: Input Xt−w, . . . , Xt−1 into Algorithm 2, and estimate the profile embeddingXt−1
17: Let dmax2 = max{dmax1 , dt}
18: if dmax1 < dmax2 then
19: append dmax2 − dmax1 columns of zeros toX
t−1
20: end if
21: if dt < dmax2 then
22: append dmax2 − dt columns of zeros to Xt
23: end if
24: Align Xt and X
t−1
with each other using Algorithm 2, and obtain the adjusted
embeddings, X̂t and X̂
t−1
, and the mean µˆt
25: Calculate vertex change scores, zti =
‖X̂ti,.− ̂¯Xt−1i,. ‖2F
‖µˆt‖F
26: end for
After describing our algorithm, we evaluate its performance by conducting
experiments on simulated dynamic networks and a real-world dataset.
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4 Simulation Experiments
Simulated networks enable us to comprehend not only how and when a specific
technique is doing well, but also when a technique is not doing well [33]. We
conduct such an investigation by generating different synthetic datasets that
mimic several real-world change scenarios. Within each scenario, a subset of
vertices under-go change from recent past behaviour.
4.1 Overall Setting
For each change scenario we generate a time sequence of symmetric weighted
adjacency matrices,W 1,W 2, . . . ,W T , to represent a time sequence of weighted
graphs. Similar to [34], we assume that each network is generated from a
certain recognized underlying model that determines the process of generation.
We assume that the edges of the graphs have distribution F0 and when a
change occurs the distribution becomes F1. We consider two types of changes.
1. Change occurs at a given time instant: change-point. A change point is
injected to the time sequence of graphs by defining the edge distribution
as
W t ∼
{
F1 if t = t
∗,
F0 otherwise ,
(13)
for w < t∗ ≤ T .
2. Change occurs at a time instant, and persists for some time period: change-
interval. A change-interval is generated by defining the edge distribution
as
W t ∼
{
F1 if t
∗
1 ≤ t ≤ t∗2,
F0 otherwise ,
(14)
for w < t∗1 < t
∗
2 ≤ T .
In Section 4.2, we discuss the model that is used to generate graphs for our
experiments.
4.2 Random Graph Model Used for Synthetic Network Generation
The degree corrected stochastic block model (DCSBM) [35] is a commonly
used model because it can closely mimic the community structure of real-
world networks. In our simulation experiments, we employ the DCSBM to
define the probability distribution of the edges of a graph. By adjusting the
model parameters, we obtain a wide variety of edge distributions.
Let ci ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} denote the block membership of vertex i. Then the
vector, c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}n, of dimension n denotes the block memberships of
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the n vertices in the graph. In terms of the weighted adjacency matrix, W , its
distribution under the DCSBM is given by
P[W |θ, ψ, c] =
∏
i 6=j
(θiθjψci,cj )
Wi,j
Wi,j !
exp(−θiθjψci,cj ), (15)
where ψci,cj is the expected number of edges between a vertex in block ci and a
vertex in block cj , and θ is an n-dimensional vector of degree parameters. Each
element, Wi,j , is a Poisson random variable with mean θiθjψci,cj . In order to
mimic the degree distribution of real-world graphs, the vector, θ, is generated
from a power-law distribution [36] defined as
P(θ|θmin, β) =
n∏
i=1
β − 1
θmin
(
θi
θmin
)−β
,
where θmin is the lower bound of the support of θi, β is the shape parameter.
The θi’s are normalized to sum to one for vertices in the same block, i.e.,∑
i θiδci,r = 1 (where δci,r = 1 if vertex i belongs to block r).
To specify what ψ is, let B ∈ [0, 1]k×k be the block probability matrix
where each element, Bcicj , denotes the probability of an edge between vertices
in blocks ci and cj . Using c, we can obtain g ∈ Rk×1, where each element,
gr =
∑n
i=1 δci,r, denotes the number of vertices in block r. Using B and g we
can calculate the expected number of edges, ψr,s, between a vertex in block r
and a vertex in block s giving
ψr,s = Br,sgrgs.
We select B to have the form
B = λBplanted + (1− λ)Brandom, (16)
where λ ∈ [0, 1]. For example, for a graph with three blocks, Bplanted can take
the form,
Bplanted =
α 0 00 β 0
0 0 γ
 , (17)
where α, β, γ ∈ [0, 1] give the intra-block probabilities. Brandom is given by
Brandom = ν1k1
T
k , (18)
where 1k is the k×1 vector of ones, and ν ∈ [0, 1]. ν can be regarded primarily
as an inter-block probability. Thus, by varying λ, we can vary the level of noise
in the generated graphs, which makes it more difficult to identify the blocks.
The Equations (15 to 18) for the distributions of probability make the
DCSBM a strong, flexible and popular tool for analyzing complex networks
[37, 33]. The distributions, F0 and F1, for the edges are obtained using different
sets of parameter values. Each set of parameter values is chosen to mimic
real-world change scenarios involving vertices. In Table 1, we summarize the
parameter settings of different DCSBM models used to generate graphs in our
experiments.
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4.3 Change Scenarios
A detailed review on numerous change scenarios studied in previous research
is given in [2]. Based on these ideas, we come up with the following change
scenarios to evaluate our change detection method.
1. Change in block membership - group-change.
A set of vertices in a block change their block (group) membership.
2. Change in block Structure,
(a) split - a block in the graph splits into two blocks,
(b) merge - the reverse of split: two blocks join together and form one block,
(c) form - a high increase in connections in a block that was previously
sparse,
(d) fragment - the reverse of form: a dense block becomes sparse.
3. Change in degree,
(a) Heterogeneous degrees to homogeneous degrees - hetero-to-homo.
The degree parameters of a block of vertices in the graph change from
heterogeneous to homogeneous.
(b) Homogeneous degrees to heterogeneous degrees - homo-to-hetero.
The reverse of hetero-to-homo: the degree parameters of a block of
vertices change from homogeneous to heterogeneous.
4. Change in connectivity patterns:
(a) Clear block structure to complex structure - simple-to-complex.
Two blocks add inter-block edges, disrupting the clear block structure
in the graph.
(b) Complex block structure to clear block structure - complex-to-simple.
The reverse of simple-to-complex: most inter-block edges between two
blocks vanish, resulting in a graph with a clear block structure.
In Table 2, we give a detailed description of how we mimic these change sce-
narios through transitions of the underlying generative models. Each scenario
corresponds to changes in the connectivity patterns of a subset of vertices in
the graph. For each scenario, we visualize an example of W ’s generated from
the models corresponding to F0 and F1.
For each change scenario, we generate a sequence of 30 graphs, that is, we
set T = 30. The parameters for the two types of changes defined in Section
4.1 are as follows.
1. change-point (Equation 13): t∗ = 21,
2. change-interval (Equation 14): t∗1 = 21, t
∗
2 = 30.
We use windows of sizes 1, 5, and 10, and calculate change scores for all vertices.
We repeat this 100 times, and calculate our performance measures (Section
4.4).
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Table 1: Parameter settings of different models with fixed parameters, n =
900, λ = 0.8, Bplanted with α = 0.01, β = 0.02, γ = 0.03, and Brandom with
ν = 0.0025.
Modela Bplanted Distribution of θ g k
M1
α 0 00 β 0
0 0 γ
 θ ∼ P(θ|1, 2.5) [300, 300, 300] 3
M2

α 0 0 0
0 α 0 0
0 0 β 0
0 0 0 γ
 θ ∼ P(θ|1, 2.5) [150, 150, 300, 300] 4
M3
α 0 00 β 0
0 0 0.1(γ)
 θ ∼ P(θ|1, 2.5) [300, 300, 300] 3
M4
α 0 00 β 0
0 0 γ
 θ ∼ P(θ|1, 2.5) [150, 450, 300] 3
M5
α 0 00 β 0
0 0 γ
 θVc = c b [300, 300, 300] 3
θV¯c ∼ P(θ|1, 2.5) c
M6
0.5α 0.5α 00.5α β − 0.5α 0
0 0 γ
 θ ∼ P(θ|1, 2.5) [300, 300, 300] 3
a Different values of λ were tested (λ = 0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1), but the same λ value is used for
the pair of models involved in a given change scenario.
b θVc is a vector of degree parameters of the set of vertices, Vc = {v1, v2, . . . , v300}, and c
denotes a positive vector of constants.
c θV¯c is a vector of degree parameters of the set of vertices, V¯c = {v301, v302, . . . , v900}.
4.4 Performance Measure
Since our goal is to detect vertices that have changed their behaviour with
respect to the recent past, we measure the performance of CDP with respect
to the ability of the change scores produced to discriminate between changed
and unchanged vertices. Each change scenario discussed in Section 4.3 involves
a set of vertices, Vc, changing their behaviour. Let |Vc| = nc. If our method
performs well, the change scores for vertices in Vc should be higher than the
change scores for the rest of the vertices in Vc¯, especially at the time instant
corresponding to a change. Note that |Vc¯| = nc¯, Vc ∪Vc¯ = V , and nc +nc¯ = n.
Let us consider a time sequence of vertex change scores, z1, z2, . . . z30,
where each zt is a vector of length n obtained from a single simulation run of
a change scenario. Let z˜t be the nc × 1 vector of change scores obtained for
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Table 2: Illustration of change scenarios. Each scenario corresponds to a
change in the connectivity patterns of a subset of vertices in the DCSBM graph
and is visualized using the pixel-plots of the adjacency matrices generated.
No. Change Scenario F0 F1 Changed Vertices
1 group-change M1 M4 {1 . . . 600}
2 split M1 M2 {1 . . . 300}
3 merge M2 M1 {1 . . . 300}
4 form M3 M1 {601 . . . 900}
5 fragment M1 M3 {601 . . . 900}
6 hetero-to-homo M1 M5 {1 . . . 300}
7 homo-to-hetero M5 M1 {1 . . . 300}
8 simple-to-complex M1 M6 {1 . . . 600}
9 complex-to-simple M6 M1 {1 . . . 600}
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Vc, and let z¯
t be the nc¯ × 1 vector of change scores obtained for Vc¯. We use a
sampling procedure to estimate
φt = P[z˜ti > z¯tj ],
which is the probability that vertex, i, in Vc has a higher change score than ver-
tex, j, in Vc¯. We separately sample (with replacement) a vector of N elements,
ˆ˜zt, from z˜t and a vector of N elements, ˆ¯zt, from z¯t; then φt is calculated by
counting the proportion of entries in ˆ˜zt that are larger than the corresponding
entries in ˆ¯zt as
φt ≈ 1
N
N∑
i=1
δˆ˜zti>ˆ¯zti
,
where δˆ˜zti>ˆ¯zti
is one if ˆ˜zti > ˆ¯z
t
i and zero otherwise. In our experiments we use
N = 100000.
A proportion greater than 0.5 indicates a higher chance of a change score for
a vertex in Vc being greater than a change score for a vertex in Vc¯. By repeating
this for all 100 simulation runs, we obtain a 100×1 vector of probabilities, φt.
If all elements of φt are greater than 0.5 and closer to one at a changed time
instant, good change detection performance is indicated. Instead of directly
using φti, we use the log odds
ηti = log
(
φti
1− φti
)
, (19)
which measures the odds that a vertex in Vc has higher change scores than a
vertex in Vc¯. When a change occurs, we expect the values of η
t to lie above
zero and be strongly positive. After calculating ηti , we further calculate the log
odds ratio between time instants t and t− 1 which gives
η¯ti = log
(
φti/(1− φti)
φt−1i /(1− φt−1i )
)
. (20)
In our experiments we calculate both ηt and η¯t to measure detection perfor-
mance.
4.5 Comparison Methods
We compare our CDP algorithm with two baseline methods.
1. ACT
This is the activity (ACT) vector-based change detection algorithm devel-
oped by [1]. They employ a spectral embedding procedure, and represent
a time sequence of graphs as a time sequence of activity vectors, ut, for
t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }. A profile vector, rt−1, is calculated from recent past w
activity vectors. The change score, zti , can be calculated as
zti = |rt−1i − uti|, (21)
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where |.| denotes absolute value. The elements of the activity vector, ut,
denote the eigenvector centrality scores of the vertices in the graph. [1]
developed ACT to perform change detection in a time sequence of dense
graphs. However in the majority of the applications we encounter, the graph
obtained at each time instant is sparse and heterogeneous. As discussed in
Section 2, such a graph consists of vertices with very high degree (hubs) as
well as very low degree (sometimes zero; resulting in disconnected vertices
in the graph). According to [38], eigenvector centrality is a poor perfor-
mance measure of centrality of vertices in sparse graphs. They show that
the centrality scores are concentrated only on hubs and fail to capture the
centrality of lower degree vertices. While this situation might be useful for
some applications, for our current requirement of detecting changes in the
behaviour of all vertices in the graph, it is inadmissible. Thus, we find [1]’s
approach cannot be generalized to most real-world graphs.
2. ACTM
We make a slight improvement to the profile vector calculation step in
[1] and call this method the modified activity (ACTM) vector-based algo-
rithm. Recall that [1] represent the recent past behaviour using the profile
vector, rt−1. However, rt−1 is only the first vector, r1, from the w singu-
lar vectors, [r1, r2, . . . , rw], resulting from the SVD of the n×w matrix of
activity vectors, [ut−1, . . . ,ut−w], representing the recent past. The w left
singular vectors, [r1, r2, . . . , rw], define an orthonormal basis for the sub-
space defined by the w activity vectors, [ut−w, . . . ,ut−1]. Selecting only
the first vector, r1, might cause us to loose information. Hence, a more
representative profile vector can be obtained by projecting ut onto the w
dimensional orthonormal subspace defined by [r1, r2, . . . , rw], where
r¯t−1 =
(
r1 · ut
)
r1 + . . .
(
rw · ut
)
rw. (22)
The profile vector, r¯t−1 is also the best approximation to ut in the subspace
spanned by [ut−w, . . . ,ut−1] [39]. The error vector, et = r¯t−1 − ut, gives
an indication of the deviation of ut from its recent past. Thus, the change
score, zti , is
zti = |r¯t−1i − uti|. (23)
4.6 Results
For each change scenario discussed in Section 4.3, we first calculate the per-
formance measure ηt for several time instants before and after t = 21 for
CDP, ACT, and ACTM for both change-point and change-interval. In Fig-
ure 3, we show the corresponding results for group-change with w = 5 for
t = 17, 18, . . . , 30. Let us first discuss the results of CDP. For all time instants,
before t = 21, the ηt’s are centred at a given level. All graphs generated before
t = 21 are from the same modelM1. Since there is no model change, the odds
of each ztnc being greater than z
t
nc¯ are similar during these time instants. At
t = 21, the generative model changes toM4, and we see a clear increase of η21
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Fig. 3: Observing ηt on CDP (left), ACT (middle), and ACTM (right)
over time on group-change for w = 5 change point(top) and change-
interval (bottom). CDP shows a clear detection at t = 21 for both change
point and change-interval. Although ACT and ACTM methods also show an
increase at t = 21, the intervals still lie below zero.
compared to η20. This shows that there is a clear increase in z21nc . From t = 22
onwards, we observe different patterns for change-point and change-interval.
– Change-point: the generative model returns to M1 at t = 22 and persists
for all time instants, t = 23, . . . , 30.
1. There is a big decrease in η22 compared to η21. Our window is w = 5.
Inside the window, there are four graphs generated from M1, and one
graph generated from M4. Thus, unlike at t = 21, there is less change
compared to the recent past. Thus, η22 is less than η21.
2. For t = 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, the window contains four graphs generated
fromM1, and one graph generated fromM4. Thus, the change occur-
ring in these time instants is similar. So, the ηt’s are generally centred
at the same level.
3. At t = 27, the window contains graphs generated purely fromM1, and
the comparison is also done with a graph generated from M1. So the
change involving the set of vertices, Vc, at t = 27 is less than the change
at t = 26. Hence, η27 decreases.
4. For t = 27, 28, . . ., the window contains graphs generated purely from
M1, and the comparison is also done with a graph generated fromM1.
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Thus, the change occurring in these time instants is similar. So, the ηt’s
are generally centred at the same level.
– Change-interval: the generative model isM4 for time instants, t = 22, . . . , 30.
1. There is a decrease in η22 compared to η21. Inside the window there are
four graphs generated fromM1, and one graph generated fromM4. So
there is less change involving the set of vertices, Vc, compared to their
change at t = 21. Hence, η22 is less than η21.
2. For all time instants, t = 23, 24, 25, the change becomes less and less as
the window (recent past) contains more time instants which are similar
to the current time instant. So ztnc decreases with time, causing η
t to
decrease accordingly.
3. At t = 26, the window contains graphs generated purely fromM4, and
the comparison is also done with a graph generated from M4. So the
change is less compared to the change at t = 25. Thus, η26 is less than
η25.
4. For t = 26, 27, . . ., the window contains graphs generated purely from
M4, and the comparison is also done with a graph generated fromM4.
Thus, the change occurring in these time instants is similar. So, the ηt’s
are generally centred at the same level.
For change detection methods ACT and ACTM, ηt’s are wider. Further-
more, the bulk of ηt lies below zero for all time instants. Thus, although we
see an increase in the η21 intervals for ACT and ACTM, these methods do not
perform well in detecting the change.
Note that the graphs generated at each time instant are independent sam-
ples from a given generative model (F0 or F1). Thus, within the same gener-
ative model, edge weights can change from one time instant to another, also
causing the connectivity patterns of vertices to change. For example, in Figure
3 (Top), we observe that the ηt’s are centred at a positive level even within
the generative model, M1. This shows that the set of vertices, Vc, for the
group-change scenario (Table 2) undergo a higher change in their connectivity
patterns for independent graph realizations under M1. However, when calcu-
lating our performance measure, the set of vertices, Vc, does not necessarily
contain those vertices whose connectivity patterns have changed between in-
dependent realizations from a given generative model. For example, in Figure
3 (Bottom), we observe that ηt’s are centred at a negative level within gener-
ative model,M4. This shows that the vertices in the set, Vc¯, are the ones that
change more during independent graph realizations under M4. Despite these
changes occurring in connectivity patterns within a given generative model,
our interest lies in detecting a change during model transitions. At t = 21, we
expect η21 to be larger than the ηt’s observed for time instants corresponding
to the same model. Thus, in order to clearly observe this, we calculate the
performance measure η¯t (Equation 20). In Figure 4, we plot η¯t for CDP, ACT,
and ACTM with w = 5 for the group-change scenario for t = 17, 18, . . . , 30.
We observe that η¯t provides a clearer picture than ηt on a method’s ability
to detect change caused by model transitions. For the rest of the scenarios,
we only plot η¯t over time and compare the performance measure, ηt (Equa-
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tion 19), for CDP, ACT, and ACTM for all window sizes only at the time
instant corresponding to a change, i.e., we only compare η21. We compare the
η21’s for only those change scores obtained on change-point scenarios since it
is sufficient to calculate η21 for either change-point or change-interval as both
involve similar changes when considering only t = 21. If η21 is positive, then
this indicates that the vertices in the set, Vc, have higher change scores com-
pared to the rest of the vertices in Vc¯, at the time instant of change (t = 21).
Figure 5 shows η21 returned by CDP, ACT, and ACTM for the group-change
scenario using various window sizes, w = 1, 5, 10. The η21 returned by CDP
for all window sizes are clearly positive. For η21 returned by ACT and ACTM,
we see the bulk of the interval lying below zero for all window sizes, show-
ing failure in detection for those methods. We also observe η21 for the other
change scenarios, split (Figure 6), merge (Figure 8), form (Figure 10), fragment
(Figure 12), hetero-to-homo (Figure 14), homo-to-hetero (Figure 16), simple-
to-complex (Figure 18), and complex-to-simple (Figure 20). Our results show
that CDP successfully detects the change in all the scenarios considered. ACT
shows failure in detection for all change scenarios except form and fragment,
while ACTM shows failure in detection for all change scenarios except form.
We further observe η¯t for split (Figure 7), merge (Figure 9), form (Figure
11), fragment (Figure 13), hetero-to-homo (Figure 15), homo-to-hetero (Figure
17), simple-to-complex (Figure 19), and complex-to-simple (Figure 21). CDP
shows a clear detection at t = 21 for change scenarios form, fragment, hetero-
to-homo, homo-to-hetero, simple-to-complex, and complex-to-simple. In the
case of split and merge, we observe an increase at η¯21, with the intervals
being wide. ACT and ACTM do not show a clear increase at η¯21 for split,
merge, simple-to-complex, and complex-to-simple cases. For homo-to-hetero
and hetero-to-homo, we observe a slight increase in η¯21 for ACT and ACTM.
For fragment, η¯21 is highly negative for both ACT and ACTM methods. Thus,
although we observed in Figure 12 that ACT shows good performance in terms
of η21, Figure 13 shows that the change scores have decreased at t = 21. Thus,
ACT shows failure in detecting the fragment scenario.
In Table 3, we perform the sign test to assess the statistical significance of
the observed results. We compare η21 calculated for group-change, split, merge,
form, hetero-to-homo, homo-to-hetero, simple-to-complex, and complex-to-
simple at w = 5 for change-point. We do not perform the sign test for fragment
scenario as we already observed a decrease in η¯21 for ACT and ACTM com-
pared to previous time instants in Figure 13 (this clearly shows how CDP
outperforms these two methods). The leftmost column in Table 3 gives the al-
ternative hypothesis tested. Subsequently in Table 4, we show the proportion
of values in η21, that correspond to the hypothesis tested in Table 3. CDP
outperforms ACT and ACTM for all change scenarios except form. ACTM
outperforms ACT for group-change, form, and homo-to-hetero. For the other
scenarios tested, there is no difference in η21 for ACT and ACTM. However,
when we consider the proportions in Table 4, the majority of the entries in
η¯21ACTM are greater than η¯
21
ACT for all change scenarios except hetero-to-homo.
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Fig. 4: Observing η¯t on CDP (left), ACT (middle), and ACTM (right)
over time on group-change for w = 5 change point(top) and change-
interval (bottom).
Fig. 5: Plot of η21 on CDP, ACT, and ACTM for group-change for
w = 1, 5, 10 at change-point. For all w, η21CDP is positive and increases with
w. For all w, a majority of elements of η21ACT and η
21
ACTM are negative.
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Fig. 6: Plot of η21 on CDP, ACT, and ACTM for split for w = 1, 5, 10
at change-point. For all w, η21CDP is positive and increases with w. For all
w, η21ACT and η
21
ACTM are negative.
Fig. 7: Observing η¯t on CDP (left), ACT (middle), and ACTM (right)
over time on split for w = 5 change point(top) and change-interval
(bottom). Although η¯tCDP shows an increase at t = 21 for both change point
and change-interval, η¯21CDP shows high variability further extending below zero.
ACT and ACTM do not show an increase at t = 21.
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Fig. 8: Plot of η21 on CDP, ACT, and ACTM for merge for w = 1, 5, 10
at change-point. For all w, η21CDP is positive and decreases with w. For all
w, η21ACT and η
21
ACTM are negative.
Fig. 9: Observing η¯t on CDP (left), ACT (middle), and ACTM (right)
over time on merge for w = 5 change point(top) and change-interval
(bottom). Although η¯tCDP shows an increase at t = 21 for both change point
and change-interval, η¯21CDP shows high variance, further extending below zero.
ACT and ACTM do not show a clear increase at t = 21 for both change-point
and change-interval.
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Fig. 10: Plot of η21 on CDP, ACT, and ACTM for form for w = 1, 5, 10
at change-point. For all w, η21CDP , η
21
ACT , and η
21
ACTM are positive and
increase with w. However, η21ACTM is wider and has more outliers.
Fig. 11: Observing η¯t on CDP (left), ACT (middle), and ACTM
(right) over time on form for w = 5 change point(top) and change-
interval (bottom). All η¯tCDP , η¯
t
ACT and η¯
t
ACTM show a clear increase at
t = 21, while η¯21ACTM shows the highest increase.
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Fig. 12: Plot of η21 on CDP, ACT, and ACTM for fragment for w =
1, 5, 10 at change-point. For all w, η21CDP and η
21
ACT are positive and
increase with w. η21ACTM is mostly negative at w = 1, but increases with w.
However, η21ACT and η
21
ACTM are wider and show more outliers.
Fig. 13: Observing η¯t on CDP (left), ACT (middle), and ACTM
(right) over time on fragment for w = 5 change point(top) and
change-interval (bottom). η¯21CDP shows a clear detection at t = 21 for
both change point and change-interval. Both η¯21ACT and η¯
21
ACTM are negative.
Furthermore η¯tACT and η¯
t
ACTM contain a large number of outliers.
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Fig. 14: Plot of η21 on CDP, ACT, and ACTM for hetero-to-homo
for w = 1, 5, 10 at change-point. For all w, η21CDP are positive and slightly
increase with w. The η21ACT and η
21
ACTM are negative for all w.
Fig. 15: Observing η¯t on CDP (left), ACT (middle), and ACTM
(right) over time on hetero-to-homo for w = 5 change point(top)
and change-interval (bottom). η¯21CDP shows a clear detection at t = 21 for
both change point and change-interval. Both η¯21ACT and η¯
21
ACTM show a slight
increase, but still some values lie below zero.
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Fig. 16: Plot of η21 on CDP, ACT, and ACTM for homo-to-hetero
for w = 1, 5, 10 at change-point. For all w, η21CDP are positive and slightly
increase with w. The η21ACT and η
21
ACTM are negative for all w.
Fig. 17: Observing η¯t on CDP (left), ACT (middle), and ACTM
(right) over time on homo-to-hetero for w = 5 change point(top)
and change-interval (bottom). η¯21CDP shows a clear detection at t = 21
for both change point and change-interval, but η¯21CDP slightly extends below
zero. Both η¯21ACT and η¯
21
ACTM also show a slight increase, with the intervals
extending below zero.
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Fig. 18: Plot of η21 on CDP, ACT, and ACTM for simple-to-complex
for w = 1, 5, 10 at change-point. For all w, η21CDP are positive and increase
with w. The η21ACT and η
21
ACTM are negative for all w.
Fig. 19: Observing η¯t on CDP (left), ACT (middle), and ACTM
(right) over time on simple-to-complex for w = 5 change point(top)
and change-interval (bottom). We observe a clear detection at η¯21CDP for
change-point. For change-interval we observe η¯tCDP for t = 22, . . . , 25 to have
high variance. A detection is not observed on both η¯21ACT and η¯
21
ACTM .
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Fig. 20: Plot of η21 on CDP, ACT, and ACTM for complex-to-simple
for w = 1, 5, 10 at change-point. For all w, η21CDP are positive and slightly
increase with w. The η21ACT and η
21
ACTM are negative for all w.
Fig. 21: Observing η¯t on CDP (left), ACT (middle), and ACTM
(right) over time on complex-to-simple for w = 5 change point(top)
and change-interval (bottom). We observe a clear detection at η¯21CDP for
both change-point and change-interval. A detection is not observed on both
η¯21ACT and η¯
21
ACTM .
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Table 4: Proportions for comparing η21 calculated using CDP, ACT, and
ACTM at w = 5 for change-point
Categories group- split merge form homo-to- hetero- simple-to complex-
change hetero to-homo -complex to-simple
η21CDP > η
21
ACT 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
η21CDP < η
21
ACT 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
η21CDP = η
21
ACT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
η21CDP > η
21
ACTM 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
η21CDP < η
21
ACTM 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
η21CDP = η
21
ACTM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
η21ACTM > η
21
ACT 0.83 0.53 0.52 1.00 0.64 0.48 0.54 0.57
η21ACTM < η
21
ACT 0.17 0.47 0.48 0.00 0.36 0.52 0.46 0.43
η21ACTM = η
21
ACT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Each change scenario discussed in Section 4, consists of a change in the
behaviour of a subset of vertices in the DCSBM graph: (i) split, merge, homo-
to-hetero, and hetero-to-homo involve the set of vertices, {v1, v2, . . . , v300}, in
the most sparsely connected block in the graph, (ii) group-change, simple-to-
complex, and complex-to-simple involve the set of vertices, {v1, v2, . . . , v600},
that can be considered to be moderately connected in the graph, and (iii) form
and fragment involve the set of vertices, {v601, v602, . . . , v900}, from the most
dense block in the graph. From the results of the experiments conducted, we
observe how CDP detects changes involving each of these subsets of vertices.
ACT and ACTM could only detect the form scenario that involves a change in
the vertices from the most dense block in the graph. However still, ACT and
ACTM failed to detect fragment, which is the reverse of form. From the overall
simulation results we see that, while ACTM is slightly better than ACT, CDP
is the best of the three.
Next, we conduct experiments to evaluate the scalability of CDP and the
other two baseline methods. We select one change scenario, and generate a
sequence of six graphs. At the sixth time instant, we calculate vertex change
scores using a window of size five. We repeat this over 100 simulation runs.
We calculate the average CPU time taken to embed a single graph, and the
average CPU time taken to calculate profile behaviour and change scores at
a given time instant. Following the same procedure, we conduct experiments
on graphs with several sizes. All experiments are implemented on a Windows
server Intel Xeon with two 3.3GHz processors of 128 GB RAM. Our results
are given in Table 5. Figures 22 and 23 plot the average computational time
taken by each method for the embedding step and change score calculation
step, respectively for different graph sizes.
The most computationally efficient methods for embedding a graph are the
ACT and ACTM methods. These methods both perform SVD of the weighted
adjacency matrix to extract a single singular vector. However, as shown in
our previous results, keeping only one singular vector does not provide a good
representation of all vertices in the network. CDP performs SVD to extract
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Table 5: Average CPU time (seconds) taken by each method
Task n CDP ACT ACTM
Spectral embedding 300 0.2425 0.0474 0.0475
900 1.7584 0.4554 0.4832
1500 4.6635 1.4223 1.5394
2100 11.8364 4.5364 3.7637
2700 20.2857 9.8368 7.3115
3300 51.3395 22.0778 18.0710
Profile behaviour and change score calculation 300 0.0063 0.0032 0.0026
900 0.0142 0.0156 0.0144
1500 0.0340 0.0546 0.0570
2100 0.0725 0.1095 0.1140
2700 0.1016 0.1757 0.1817
3300 0.1739 0.2394 0.2382
Fig. 22: Comparison of average CPU time taken to embed a graph using dif-
ferent methods.
d singular vectors from the representation matrix to obtain an optimal rep-
resentation, hence taking more computational time. When comparing change
score calculation times (Figure 23), CDP is clearly more efficient than ACT or
ACTM for graph sizes greater than 900. However, we observe that the change
score times are negligible compared to the respective embedding times. From
the overall simulation results, it can be concluded that CDP method outper-
forms the other two baseline methods, and is the most reliable method in
detecting the different types of change scenarios considered.
5 Case Study: The Enron E-mail Network
The Enron dataset is used in various publications for community detection
and anomaly detection [9, 40, 41]. In this paper, we use the cleaned and pro-
cessed version of the dataset created by [42]. Based on the sent and received
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Fig. 23: Comparison of average CPU time taken to calculate change scores
using different methods.
email addresses in the original Enron corpus, [42] extract a total of 2359 user
email addresses, and construct a time sequence of email-sender networks and a
time sequence of email-receivers networks for each month from December 1999
to March 2002. Based on these two dynamic networks, we construct a time
sequence of 28 undirected graphs (one for each month), where the vertices de-
note user email addresses, and the edge weights denote the number of emails
communicated (either sent or received) by the corresponding pair of users.
Each graph is then represented by an n × n symmetric weighted adjacency
matrix, where n = 2359.
We applied CDP, ACT, and ACTM on this data with a window of length
1 (we used w = 1 as the time instants correspond to months). Each of the
methods, CDP, ACT, and ACTM returns an n × 1 vector of vertex change
scores for each time instant. Our goal is to detect vertices which have changed
most during a given time instant. To achieve this goal, we employ the follow-
ing simple procedure: Let zt be the vector of vertex change scores obtained
for a given method. Each zti is converted to a z-score, zˆ
t
i =
(zti−z¯t)
σzt
, where
z¯t = 1n
∑n
i=1 z
t
i , and σ
2
zt =
1
n−1
∑n
i=1(z
t
i − z¯t)2. We threshold each z-score dis-
tribution, zˆt, at 5 to detect the vertices which changed the most at that time
instant (we investigate and find that the threshold 5 for this dataset ensures
the percentage of vertices detected at each time instant is less than two percent
for all three methods). The Enron time-line contains a detailed description of
the key players, and events that took place during the rise and fall of the
Enron company [43]. Based on the assumption that the email communication
patterns within the company were affected by the events associated with the
scandal, we evaluate the performance of our change detection method.
We find Timothy Beldon (chief trader of Enron’s West Coast power desk
and convicted of wire fraud) to be one of the entities which changed the
most, using CDP for the time instants corresponding to September-2000 and
October-2000. According to the Enron time-line, this is the time when an at-
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Fig. 24: Rate of change in the number of emails sent and received by Timothy
Beldon between consecutive months
torney from Enron travelled to Portland to discuss Timothy Beldon’s strategies
of boosting energy prices. Figure 24 shows the rate of change in the number of
emails sent and received by Beldon throughout the whole time period consid-
ered. First, in September-2000, we observe a noticeable drop in the number of
emails communicated, which then suddenly increases in October-2000. Figures
25, 26, and 27 further show the subgraphs consisting of the vertices correspond-
ing to Timothy Beldon and his connections for time instants, August-2000,
September-2000 and October-2000 respectively. It is observed that Beldon,
who communicated with many employees in various job roles in August-2000,
limited his communications mostly to the top level executives and CEO’s dur-
ing September-2000. He then starts communicating with many employees in
different job roles in October-2000. CDP successfully detects this change in
degree as well as community membership by giving high change scores to
Timothy Beldon during the respective time instants.
Enron announced that current CEO Kenneth Lay was to be replaced by
Jeffry Skilling in December-2000. CDP successfully detects Rosalie Fleming,
who was the assistant of Kenneth Lay, as one of the top changed entities for
this time instant. The subgraph in Figure 28 show Fleming’s connections in
November-2000 which are mostly with the employees in the company. Figure
29 shows how she starts communicating with people with different job roles
such as CEO’s, directors, etc. in December-2000. We observe how Fleming’s
connectivity patterns drastically change during this transition. CDP success-
fully detects this change at the corresponding time instant.
During the time instants between October-2001 to February-2002, CDP
gives high change scores to employees in job roles such as risk analysts, senior
specialists, presidents, vice presidents, and traders. This is justifiable as this
was the time period where Enron’s stocks started to fall, and bankruptcy was
declared.
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Fig. 25: Subgraph of the vertex corresponding to Timothy Beldon
for August-2000. Beldon is represented by the enlarged blue vertex in the
centre, and the edges connected to it are highlighted in red.
Fig. 26: Subgraph of the vertex corresponding to Timothy Beldon for
September-2000. Beldon is represented by the enlarged blue vertex in the
centre, and the edges connected to it are highlighted in red.
For the transition from September-2000 to October-2000, both ACT and
ACTM give high change scores to Sara Shackleton (previous vice president to
Enron North America). Figure 30 shows the histogram of the emails sent and
received by Shackleton throughout this time period considered. We observe
how Shackleton maintains a large number of overall communications, hence
acts as a hub in the network. We observe a decrease in the degree at the time
instant denoting October-2000 with respect to September-2000. Furthermore,
our investigations show that there is approximately a 66% overlap in Shackle-
ton’s connections for these two time instants. Hence it is justifiable to assume
that the change detected by ACT and ACTM simply reflects the change in
degree for the corresponding vertex.
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Fig. 27: Subgraph of the vertex corresponding to Timothy Beldon
for October-2000. Beldon is represented by the enlarged blue vertex in the
centre, and the edges connected to it are highlighted in red.
Fig. 28: Subgraph of the vertex corresponding to Rosalie Fleming for
November-2000. Fleming is represented by the enlarged blue vertex in the
centre, and the edges connected to it are highlighted in red.
Christopher Calger (former executive in Enron’s trading business) is also
detected by ACT and ACTM for the transition from January-2001 to February-
2001. However, when comparing the subgraph around the vertex corresponding
to Calger in January-2001 (Figure 31) and February-2001 (Figure 32), we do
not see a considerable change in his connections. Our further calculations show
a 54% overlap in his connections. However, when observing the rate of change
in the degree of the same vertex throughout the whole time period (Figure
33), February-2001 shows a slight increase.
In summary, CDP successfully detects some key players involved in the
scandal as vertices which change the most during time instants corresponding
to suspicious events in the Enron time-line. ACT and ACTM are focused
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Fig. 29: Subgraph of the vertex corresponding to Rosalie Fleming for
December-2000. Fleming is represented by the enlarged blue vertex in the
centre, and the edges connected to it are highlighted in red.
Fig. 30: Number of emails sent and received by Sarah Shackleton during the
28 months
mostly on change in the degree of the vertices, while CDP detects different
types of changes.
6 Summary
In this paper, we present a novel method, CDP, to detect changes in vertex
behaviour in a dynamic network represented as a time sequence of undirected
and weighted graphs. We adopt a spectral embedding approach for this pur-
pose.
Although there already exist change detection methods based on spectral
embedding, such as ACT [1], they are mainly designed to detect changes oc-
curring in dense, well-connected graphs. Hence, when applied to sparse and
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Fig. 31: Subgraph of the vertex corresponding to Christopher Calger
for January-2001. Calger is represented by the enlarged blue vertex in the
centre and the edges connected to it are highlighted in red.
Fig. 32: Subgraph of the vertex corresponding to Christopher Calger
for February-2001. Calger is represented by the enlarged blue vertex in the
centre and the edges connected to it are highlighted in red.
heterogeneous graphs, they focus on the behaviour of highly active, dominant
vertices. Changes occurring in vertices with moderate connectivity go unno-
ticed by these methods. Our approach adapts spectral techniques, commonly
used in the area of spectral clustering, to obtain an embedding that represents
all vertices in the graph. Our graph regularization method addresses sparse-
ness and heterogeneity that are common in most real-world graphs. We apply
a Procrustes analysis method to the embeddings to calculate change scores
for vertices at each time instant. This is a novel application of Procrustes
analysis. According to the results of our simulation experiments and experi-
ments on the Enron email dataset, CDP successfully detects various changes
involving vertices in a time evolving graph. These changes include changes
in vertex degree, changes in community structure and unusual increases or
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Fig. 33: Rate of change in the number of emails sent and received by Christo-
pher Calger during the 28 months
decreases in edge weights. In all experiments, the performance of CDP was
compared against two other spectral-based change detection methods, ACT
and ACTM, which did not address sparsity and heterogeneity issues in the
embedding stage. These baseline methods failed to detect the changes in the
majority of experiments.
Several possible future research directions emerged from the work of this
paper. Deciding the dimension of the embedding is one of the most critical
steps of our method. An optimal low dimension, d, ensures that the embed-
ded points amplify the connectivity structure of the graph and remove noise
and redundant information. We adapted [26]’s low-rank matrix approxima-
tion method to determine d. From our discussions and experimental results,
this method is a good alternative to the traditional scree-plot method in esti-
mating the correct value for d especially in real-world graphs. However, when
applied to large graphs, a drawback is the high computational cost associated
with this method. It would be interesting to investigate other faster methods
to estimate d in our algorithms. Several dimensionality selection methods are
summarised in [44] and [45] that can be used for this purpose. However, as the
truncation dimension, d, plays a major role in the accuracy of the change de-
tection algorithm, careful investigation is required to understand the trade-off
between accuracy and scalability in the selection of an alternative method.
CDP use generalized orthogonal Procrustes analysis techniques to calculate
a profile embedding from the embeddings inside the window. If the window
contains embedded points that are highly variable across time instants, the
noise added by these points may prevent a change from being detected. To
address this issue, it is possible to use a weighted Procrustes analysis pro-
cedure [46]. The weights can be selected to give higher importance to those
points that are more stable and lesser importance to those points that have
high variability inside the window. We believe that it would be worthwhile
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to investigate whether the use of weighted Procrustes analysis can improve
change detection performance.
To conclude, this paper presents a novel change detection method com-
bining spectral embedding and Procrustes analysis techniques. Our method
successfully detects a wide range of vertex-based changes that closely relate
to changes occurring in most real-world dynamic networks.
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